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QUESTION 1

Where can an object replication job be created? 

A. in the source repository only 

B. in the target repository only 

C. in the source repository or the target repository 

D. in any repository 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is required for authenticating against a Windows system? 

A. a Windows account only 

B. a Windows account and a Documentum account 

C. a Documentum account only 

D. a Documentum account and an administrator role 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You have installed Trusted Content Services. Content from the finance department is scanned to the 

filestore "short_term" with digital shredding enabled. After 180 days the content needs to be migrated to a 

Centera device. 

How do you accomplish this task? 

A. use the MIGRATE_CONTENT administration method 

B. switch off digital shredding and at the underlying filestore move the files to the Centera device 

C. switch the filestore shredding mode from digital to logical and change the path in the dm_location attribute for the
respective content 

D. write a job that migrates the file using the two API
calls:set,session_id,object_id,a_content_type,"centera"save,session_id,object_id 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

For distributed environments, which functionality is provided by the Documentum Messaging Services (DMS) Server? 

A. Synchronous Write, BOCS in Pull Mode 

B. Content pre-caching, Asynchronous Write 

C. Object Replication, Asyncrhonous Write 

D. Content pre-caching, BOCS in Push Mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You have Documentum Administrator installed using the default configuration options and you want to turn tracing on
only for Documentum Administrator. Where would you configure this? 

A. ../da/WEB-INF/classes/dfc.properties 

B. %DOCUMENTUM%/config/dfc.properties 

C. ../da/WEB-INF/classes/log4j.properties 

D. %DOCUMENTUM%/config/log4j.properties 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

You have many users to add to a content repository. How can you create multiple users in batch mode? 

A. create a text file with the user values in LDAP Interchange Format and use DocumentumAdministrator to import the
file 

B. create dynamic groups for the users in Documentum Administrator 

C. use drag-and-drop to copy a group of current users to a new group and let the values be inherited 

D. create a text file with the user values separated by commas and use Documentum Administrator to import the file 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which method execution agent will use a dmbasic method that has the use_method_server attribute set to F? 

A. Dmbasic Method Server 

B. Java Method Server 
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C. Content Server 

D. DO_METHOD administration method 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

What is a materialized object ? 

A. A lightweight sysobject with a private copy of the shared parent object 

B. A shared parent of lightweight sysobjects 

C. A snapshot of a virtual document 

D. A current version of a sysobject 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Your system has a single content server in one location with users at a remote location. Remote users 

report that content takes a long time to download and that the WDK application performs adequately. 

No servers are CPU or RAM constrained. 

What is the likely limitation in the network? 

A. latency 

B. slow proxy response 

C. network routing 

D. bandwidth 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which statement is true about the logging options for troubleshooting Unified Client Facilities (UCF) related problems? 

A. A client-side UCF logging infrastructure does not exist, therefore troubleshooting information is stored in the client
session log. 

B. UCF provides both client and server logging infrastructure. 

C. A UCF logging infrastructure does not exist, therefore troubleshooting information is provided by Java Method Server
and by Accelerated Content Services (ACS). 
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D. A UCF logging infrastructure is stored only in the repository log file. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which tool does Documentum provide to assist in restoring deleted repository documents? 

A. dm_FileReport 

B. dm_DBWarning 

C. dm_DMArchive 

D. dm_ContentReplication 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

The client has set up a Federation headquartered in the US (governing repository) and distributed plants in Brazil, India,
and Australia (member repository). Each has it own local repository. The system is running, and users can search
across the repositories. A new Vice President of Finance has been hired in Australia and is added to the Australia
repository. After three days the Vice President complains the corporate financial report in the US is not accessible. Why
can the Vice President not see the US report if they are in the management group and have the appropriate
permissions? 

A. The report permission set is not set to the ACL. 

B. The Vice President was created in the Australia repository only. 

C. The federation update job did not run to propagate the changes. 

D. The governing site projection is not configured correctly. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

How can you resolve a CPU bottleneck on the Content Server host? 

A. add more disks to reduce I/O 

B. increase the server\\'s memory to improve the cache hit ratio 

C. configure the repository for load balancing on a separate host 

D. configure the repository to use a Remote Content Server on a separate host 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 14

A developer is planning to build a custom, standalone Java application that will communicate with a repository. You are
responsible for setting up a workstation for the developer. In addition to the appropriate Java Development Kit (JDK)
version, what are the minimal requirements to enable the workstation to connect to a Content Server? 

A. Install Documentum Foundation Classes (DFC) on the developer\\'s workstation. 

B. Install DFC and deploy any Web Development Kit (WDK) application on developer\\'s workstation. 

C. Install DFC and then install Documentum Application Builder on the developer\\'s workstation. 

D. Install DFC and install Workflow Manager on developer\\'s workstation. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Which argument is part of the standard arguments passed by the agent exec to launch a job? 

A. login_ticket 

B. docbase_name 

C. r_object_id 

D. docbase_owner 

Correct Answer: B 
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